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sweet counsel and seas of
tribulation the religious life
of the women in kirtland
linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery
mormons
the cormons

fused their church leadership developed their
strong sense of community and organized their unique ecclesiastical
structure while they lived in kirtland ohio from 1831 to 1838 the
women worked beside the men as they struggled with preparation for
zions camp built the temple and experimented unsteadily with
securing financial stability
at the same time as the temporal
building of the community progressed both the men and the women
sought expression for their religious fervor motivated by spiritual
force many of the women sacrificed to get to kirtland and many of
them experienced unusual spiritual phenomena while there the
combination of sacrifice and continued religious exhilaration provided faithful women with the determination to remain with the saints
when the kirtland era came to an end
emma and joseph smiths arrival in kirtland on a crisp february
day in 1831 signaled the beginning of that era they had traveled
over 300 miles from fayette new york in a windblown sleigh emma was pregnant with twins As she settled into temporary quarters
over the gilbert and whitney store she began a new life pattern that
the unsettled kirtland years would offer her and her sisters in the

church
loyalty to conviction was pitted against loyalty to family as bitter
prejudice forced men and women to choose between the church and
their parents spouses or children A year earlier emma hale smith
had said farewell to a saddened mother and embittered father who
said he would rather have followed her to her grave
grave1
gravedI than see her
gravel
1

unda king newell of salt lake city utah has a BA degree in fine arts from utah state university
linda
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smith
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cast her lot with the controversial joseph smith there is no indication that she ever saw or heard from her parents again josephs own
grandmother mary duty smith never joined the church because of
the opposition of her eldest son jesse though her daughter claimed
she died firm in the faith of the gospel 2
other women felt the wrenching emotions of family conflict that
came with their difficult conversion decisions their accounts are
sprinkled throughout kirtland diaries and letters phoebe W carter
who later married wilford woodruff is a case in point she joined
the church in 1834 and about a year later left home for kirtland
a distance of one thousand miles a lone maid susjourneyed
tained only by my faith and trust in israels god my friends marveled
at my course as did 1I but something within impelled me on my
mothers grief at my leaving home was almost more than 1I could bear
my mother told me she would rather see me buried than going thus
alone
especially was she concerned about my leaving home to cast
mormons
Mor
mons 3
my life lot among the cormons
I1

why would a mother rather see her daughter dead than mormon
what caused such hostility toward this fledgling church
while answers to these questions are very complex one factor may
have pertained especially to women although conversion patterns of
men and women differed little there are indications that once some
women joined the church they may have faced insinuations that they
were more interested in joseph smith than in the restored gospel
joseph hervy recalled 1 I well remember hearing it talked that
women left their husbands and families to go with smith 4 max
parkin in his essay kirtland stronghold for the kingdom lists
three reasons for the tar and feathering attack at hiram ohio fear
that the law of consecration and stewardship would gain acceptance
in hiram concern that hiram might become another major center for
the church and disgruntlement because a mans wife
from shaller
wifefrom
cormons and gone to misso
ville hadjoined
had joined the mormons
missouri
U
haf
uii it may be
significant in light of the above that a physician by the name of
oaden
ofden
den
nison took part in the attack on joseph for the reported purpose of
5

lucy
joseph smith
lacy mack smith history of ofjoseph

by

his mother ed preston nibley salt lake city bookcraft

p 244
phoebe carter woodruff reminiscence mormon collection bancroft library university of
califorofcalifor
nia at berkeley
microfilm at church archives historical department of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
oneonta new york herald 18 january 1900 as cited in larry C porter the
the Colesville branch and
the coming forth of the book of mormon brigham young university studies 10 spring 1970 382
max parkin kirtland stronghold for the kingdom the restoration movement essays in mormon
history ed F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M edwards lawrence kan coronado press
1973 p 81 italics added
1958
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emasculating him but refused to do so at the last minute 6 accusation about josephs appeal to women were prevalent during the
kirtland period they ranged from anti mormon attacks like those of
E D howe7
howea to rumors of polygamy 8 that the men who tarred and
feathered joseph had heard and apparently believed those rumors
featheredjoseph
is suggested by dennisons
Denni sons assigned role in the attack
dennisonn
schi sms once the commitments
schisms
whatever the reasons for family schisma
were made and baptism was behind them the new converts looked
for ways to express their new convictions and searched out paths
which would teach them more helen mar kimball daughter of
heber C and vilate recalled attending a sunday school where she
loved to go and recite verses and whole chapters from the new
testament
she also remembered that her sunday school teacher
was a woman 9 there are accounts of women singing in the choirs
but there were few if any other formal outlets available to them in

the church
filled with the fervor of their convictions women were obliged to
manifest much of their spirituality in their duties at home and chief
among these duties was the rearing of families what seems to be the
earliest recorded lecture concerning the importance of the proper care
by the prophets mother
and training of mormon children was given bythe
lucy mack smith she counseled a group of women on doing their
duty to their children
they should consider them a blessing
and if they did not treat them as such they would be taken from
them 10
the arrival of babies brought great expectations to parents who
sometimes expressed their own hopes in the naming of their offspring nancy naomi alexander tracy gave birth to a son in october
we wanted him to have a big name out of the book of mor1834
mon she related so we called him lachoneus moroni after two
hopefully the babe had more going for him than his
great men
name and it seems that he did as naomi reported
he was a
beautiful child 11
there were many beautiful children who died in kirtland
and parents who had given them the best possible care found
themselves grieving over small graves death was no stranger in the
6history of
history
luke johnson by himself
oflukcjohnson

howe
howc
hoac

deseret news weekly

19 may 1858

p 553

mormonism unavailed
unvailed p 268

joseph
danel
danci
danei W bachman A study of the mormon practice of plural marriage before the death of ofjoseph
ap 75 76
smith masters thesis purdue university 1975 pp
max kimball whitney
womans exponent 9 15 august 1880 42
life incidents comans
heien
helen mar
ofjoseph
colucy
iolucy
jqseph smith p 197
lucy mack smith history of joseph
diary of nancy naomi alexander tracy incidents travels and life of nancy naomi alexander
typescript special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
1
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smith family nor was it to any family in that era three of joseph
and emmas children died in kirtland their own infant twins and
their adopted son joseph murdock smith they had lost their first
baby alvin 12 while residing in harmony pennsylvania in the summer of 1832 joseph wrote to emma 1 I was grieved to hear that
hiram had lost his little child 1I think we can in some degree sim
reconciled to our lots and say the
pathise
mathise with him but we all must be reconsiled
will of the son be done 13 it wasnt untiljanuary
until january 1836 thatjosephs
that josephs
vision brought a new comfort to mothers and fathers who lost infant
children
and 1I also beheld that all children who die before they arrive at the years of accountability are saved in the celestial kingdom
of heaven 14
womens roles of course also included their relationships with
their husbands organized missionary work was a mans calling except for contacts made by women among local family and friends
but the support more often encouragement than cash came from
the women left at home it was regarded as an act of faith to stay
behind maintain the home and rear the children it was also an act
of sacrifice and love
caroline barnes crosby arrived in kirtland with her husband
jonathan in january 1836 she later described her feelings
shortly after our arrival my husband was ordained to the office of
leond quorum of seventies I1 well recollect
an elder and chosen into the seond
the sensations with which my mind was actuated when 1I learned the fact
that my husband had been called and ordained to the melchezedek
priesthood and would undoubtedly be required to travel and preach the
gospel to the nations of the earth I1 realized in some degree the immense responsibility of the office and besought the lord for grace and
wisdom to be given him that he might be able to magnify this high and
holy calling 15

it appears that for a woman sending a man into the mission field
was a vicarious religious experience
emma knew what it was to be left behind sometimes without a

home of
her own to be shifted with littlejulia
little julia
juila julia murdock smith
juiia
other

see

this baby s name has traditionally been referred to as alva but emma s bible lists his name as alvin
byustudies
studies 14 winter 1974
buddy youngreen joseph and emma A slide film presentation BYU

199

joseph smith to emma smith 6 june 1832 chicago historical society chicago photocopy of original
in church archives
day saints 6 vols
11b
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
latter duy
of jesus christ oflatter
of lafter
provo brigham young university press 1965 275
caroline barnes crosby memoirs holograph utah state historical society the authors are indebted tojill
derr
deff for her assistance in locating many of the sources for this article as well as offering
tofill mulvay denn
insights and suggestions she also provided us with a typescript of the caroline barnes crosby memoirs some
punctuation has been added
13
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the remaining adopted child from household to household As wife
of the prophet her lot differed somewhat from that of other sisters
she was whether she liked it or not the model mormon woman the
example when others arrived in the burgeoning town and had to
move in with someone else while a cabin was built though they
could see that emma also had to wait when she finally did have a
house of her own emma and joseph had little privacy meetings
took place in their house streams of curious people came to see the
mummies kept there after joseph purchased them from michael
chandler and a continual influx of men boarded there while working
on the temple lucy mack smith described conditions in emmas
home
how often I1 have parted every bed in the house for the accommodation of the brethren and then laid a single blanket on the
floor for my husband and myself while joseph and emma slept upon
the same floor with nothing but their cloaks for both bed and bedding 16
the building of the temple became another part of everyday life
and women added their strength to the task arvet lucius hale as a
child in kirtland remembered that all that was not on mishons
dishons did
work all most constant from the time it was commenced till it was
chrelden
elden labord and tended mason
completed some women and chr
one sister I1 have forgot the name drove two yoak of cattle and haled
baled
rock 17 lucy mack smith mentioned two young ladies in this
mary bailey and agnes coolbrith were then boarding with
regard
me they devoted their time to making and mending clothes for the
men who were employed on
the building of the lords house 18
other women spun wool made clothes for craftsmen and made
drapery and carpets for the temple 19 polly angell wife of truman
0 angell related that she and a group of sisters were working on the
veils in the temple when joseph and sidney rigdon stopped by
well sisters observed joseph you are always on hand the
sisters are always first and foremost in all good works mary was first
at the resurrection and the sisters now are the first to work on the in20
side of the temple
tradition has the women sacrificing their fine china and
glassware to be crushed and mixed with the stucco which covered the
outer stone walls thus giving a sparkle to the exterior however we
ofjoseph
josepg smith pp
lucy mack smith history of joseph
ap 231 32
7 arvet lucius hale
reminiscence
in first book or journal of the life and travels of arvet L
et
hale MS church archives some punctuation has been added
18lucy
joseph smith p
231 both of these women became lucy s daughters in
lucy mack smith history of ofjoseph
p231
law mary became the wife of samuel H smith and agnes married don carlos smith

M

parkin
arkin

kirtland p 86
2013
edward
dward W tullidge women in mormondom 1877 reprinted salt lake city
9191arkin

np
ap

1965

p 76
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have not found any contemporary accounts relating such a sacrifice
there is no doubt that dishes and glassware were mixed with the stucco but whether they were old or discarded dishes or the ladies best is
not known
As rooms in the temple were completed they were put into use
soon the brethren attended the school of the prophets where
jonathan crosby learned hebrew with the other brethren his wife
studied it too but she had to do it at home later washings and
anointings
anoint ings along with a partial endowment took place in the temple
these activities and ordinances were exclusively for the brethren
it soon became apparent to the sisters that they were to be excluded from use of the temple except for public gatherings and they
would have no part in the dedication ceremonies understandably a
few of the women who had worked so hard for the completion of the
house of the lord were disgruntled over the situation according to
george A smith later an apostle and a first counselor to president
brigham young some of them were right huffy about it 21
although the sisters did not participate directly in the dedication
of the temple they were present they probably sang the songs from
emma smiths small hymnal published just prior to the dedication
and they witnessed many of the spiritual manifestations that took
place about the dedication of the temple one woman reported
they were two of the happiest

days of my life
it was verily true
that the heavenly influence rested down upon that house
heavenly beings appeared to many
solemn assemblies were called endowments were given the elders went from house to house blessing
dowments
the saints and administering the sacrament feasts were given three
families joined together and held one at our house we baked a lot of
bread and had the best of wine 22

many spiritual experiences occurred in and around the completed
Pres cindia huntington told of several spiritual gifts manifest
temple prescindia
during this time and described a thursday fast meeting where the entire congregation knelt and prayed softly during the praying both
prescindia
cindia and her sister zina heard a choir of angels singing most
Pres
beautifully overhead and toward one corner of the room neither
myri ads of angelic voices seemed to be
of them saw the angels but myriads
united in singing some song of
zion 23
ofzion
prescindia
on another fast day Pres
cindia was at home when a child came to
her door and told her there was a meeting on top of the temple
cgeorge A smith in journal
george
2george
1855 1886 2215 18 march 1855

of discourses 26 vols

london

latter day saints book depot

of nancy naomi alexander tracy
mormondon
23tuffidge
Mor mondon p 208
tullidge women in mormondom
22diary
diary
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went to the door and there 1I saw on the temple angels clothed in
white covering the roof from end to end they seemed to be walking to
and fro they appeared and disappeared the third time they appeared
and disappeared before I1 realized that they were not mortal men each
time in a moment they vanished and their reappearance was the same
this was in broad daylight in the afternoon A number of children in
kirtland saw the same 24
1I

that evening when the members of the congregation went home they

related the events that had taken place in the temple that day there
had been prophesying and speaking in tongues it was also said in
the interpretation of tongues that the angels were resting down
25
upon the house
there were those who were curious about the church and considered it a source for a good laugh the huntington sisters had a
cousin visit them who for that very reason wanted to attend a fast
Pres cindia
meeting and hear someone sing or speak in tongues prescindia
accordingly we went with our cousin to the
related the incident
meeting during which a brother mccarter rose and sang a song of
zion in tongues I1 arose and sang simultaneously with him the same
tune and words beginning and ending each verse in perfect unison
without varying a word it was just as though we had sung it together
a thousand times 26 the cousin did not go home laughing instead she never felt so solemn in her life
others described similar experiences mary fielding later the
wife of hiram smith told of meetings where many prophesied spoke
in and interpreted tongues 27 for mary and her associates these
times were the peak of their spiritual life in kirtland denied other
expressions of their religiosity the kirtland women seemed to turn
increasingly to spiritual gifts
although women relate spiritual manifestations throughout
mormon history these accounts subsided during the heavy persecution in missouri and in the nauvoo period after the relief society
was organized when the relief society was disbanded however
and the followers of brigham moved to winter quarters the mystical
occurrences among women increased at that time direct threats of
persecution were less frequent and there were no formal outlets or
organizations for the sisters within the church once the saints settled in the rocky mountains the relief society was reestablished and
other auxiliaries were organized As women took a larger role within
ibid
bid
ibid
26 ibid

141
241
141bid

p 207

pp
ap 208 09
mary fielding to her sister
27mary

8 july 1837

church archives

137
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the church framework unusual spiritual phenomena faded again
certainly official displeasure and cultural changes had their effect
but it might also be concluded that when women did not have ways
within the church structure to fulfill their needs or when they were
with their immediate survival and safety they
preoccupied
not occupied
ke
developed other means to satisfy their spiritual yearnings unfortunately
tuna tely diaries and records of women in the early period of the
reorganization are too sparse to determine if this trend held true for
III
the women who followed joseph smith 111
lii
spiritual gifts were not confined to speaking in tongues nor did
mystical experiences occur only in the temple in kirtland sarah
leavitt her husband and family lived outside of kirtland their
daughter louisa had been ill for over a year As sarah grew more concerned about her daughters condition she pleaded with the lord for
help an angel appeared and instructed her to get louisa out of bed
lay
hands upon her head in the name ofjesus christ and adunsure of her authority
minister to her and she should recover
but emboldened by the experience sarah woke her husband and told
him to prepare louisa for the blessing though it was near midnight
and louisa was weak she arose from her bed and sarah administered
to her louisa was soon up and about 28
that these spiritual powers among women were endorsed by the
1
church
brethren is clearly emphasized by three examples
patriarch joseph smith sr in 1837 pronounced a blessing on the
head of edna rogers
in the absence of thy husband thou must
pray with thy family when they are sick thou shall lay hands on
shail stand back 29 2 some
shali
them and they shall recover sickness shall
questioned joseph later in nauvoo concerning women venturing into
areas believed to be reserved for the priesthood he responded by
I
showing how the sisters would come in possession of the privileges
blessings and gifts of the priesthood and that the signs should follow
them such as healing the sick and casting out devils 30 3 eliza
R snow s minutes quote the prophet as saying there could be no
more sin in any female laying hands on and praying for the sick than
in wetting the face with water 31 he did caution them about speaking in tongues they were to speak in their own language if they had
matter to reveal and not indulge too much in the exercise of the
1

ap 7 9 10
juanita leavitt apnp 1919 pp
history of sarah studevant leavitt copies from her history by byjuanita
light
liget
aflight
joseph smith sr as cited in carol lynn pearson daughters oflight
blessing given to edna rogers by byjoseph
of liger
salt lake city bookcraft 1973 p 65
and
rjoseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
lurter day saints ed B H roberts 2nd
joseph
latter
of lutter
of jesus christ oflatter
ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1959 60 4602 hereafter cited as HC
28 28history

HC 4604
31hc

138
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gift of tongues
it was all right for them to exercise that particular
is
gift for their own comfort but teaching by the gift of tongues
not to be received for doctrine 32
on balance however thereare
there
are more accounts of women being
therease
thereare
blessed with faith to be healed than there are of women actually healing others for example the crippled arm ofjohnjohnsons wife was
healed by joseph smith josephs sister sophronia was healed by a
blessing given her by her father and brothers after the doctor had
given up hope of her recovery and lucy was healed of blindness
resulting from an eye infection
each sister responded differently to religious happenings around
her there does not seem to be any indication that emma smith
spoke in tongues or experienced other mystical phenomena she was
a practical woman and her religious experiences served her and she in
turn served others in that light although glimpses are all we get of
her spiritual involvement it is clear from her letters to and from
joseph that she relied on both faith and prayer
there is no question that the early saints occasionally became
overzealous in the practice of their religion the women were no exception
cep
tion and mystical experiences were only one of several types of enjared carter
thusiasms
thusia sms that sometimes brought chastisement
became alarmed in the summer of 1831 by incidents in the amhurst
ohio branch that detracted from the spirit he attended one
meeting in which a woman just as the sacrament was to be administered was taken with an exercise that brought her to the
floor jared was not impressed with great difficulty he tried to rid
the meeting of the alien spirit he believed had invaded the gathering
he related that it was very trying to the brethren present as nearly
all of them believed that it was of god 33
about that same time parley P pratt who had been sent to visit
the branches in the kirtland area was finding the same kind of situation there parley reported these happenings to the prophet who inquired of the lord the revelation he received warned of false spirits
which deceive
that which doth not edify is not of god and is
darkness 34 rolling on the floor unusual body movements and fits
of screaming and yelling were in the category of that which doth not
edify and such practices soon came to an end
after
joseph arrived in kirtland a woman by the name
not long af
terjoseph
HC 4607
31hc
3333journal
1831
journal history of the church july 183
1851 church archives
34
joseph smith jr book of commandments zion missouri
5320 reprint independence mo herald house 1972

W W phelps and co

1833

chap
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of hubble
hubbie became the topic of much conversation it seems that she
fancied herself a prophetess and
professed to have many
revelations
she bore testimony of the truthfulness of the book of
mormon and john whitmer said deceived some who were not
able to detect her in her hypocrisy 35 again joseph inquired of the

lord
and

this I1 give unto you that you may not be deceived that you
may know they are not of me
he that is ordained of me shall come
in at the gate and be ordained as 1I have told you before to teach those
revelations which you have received and shall receive through him
whom I1 have appointed 36

and joseph
attendance at church meetings was expected andioseph
oseph thought
andi
his wife should set an example for the other women to follow he felt
it necessary at one point to reprimand emma for leaving the
meeting before sacrament she made no reply but manifested a contrition by weeping 37 the interpretation of emmas tears is

josephs

if the saints were reprimanded they were also blessed evenings

were often filled with gatherings where joseph smith sr who was
then patriarch to the church pronounced promises and blessings
upon the heads of the faithful it was not uncommon for several
families to assemble for the blessing occasion these gatherings held
much significance for the women again it was a way of becoming
involved in the religious social community consequently these exces were relished and described at length in their writings
periences
perien
caroline barnes crosby s recollection of her blessing is typical
these blessings cheered and rejoiced our hearts exceedingly I1 truly felt
humble before the lord
they led me to search into my own heart
to see if there was any sin concealed there and if so to repent and ask
god to make me clean and pure in very deed the patriarch conversed
with us some
mother lucy mack smith was in the room she
added her blessing or confirmed what we had already received

38

emma hale smith was also given a patriarchal blessing by her
father in law in december 1834 oliver cowdery was there to record
it emma was blessed and comforted she was told that the lord had
heard her prayer for josephs deliverance from his enemies she was
reminded of her fathers family and told that some of them would

whitmer the book ofjohn
of john whitmer carbon copy of typescript church archives p 4
31joseph smith
jr book of commandments chap 4456 7
HC 2304
37hc
31 31crosby
crosby memoirs
35john
john
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see their folly and repent of their sins
would they be saved
4

4

but only

by affliction

thou has

seen much sorrow because the lord has taken from thee three
of thy children in this thou art not to be blamed for he knows thy pure
desires to raise up a family that the name of my son might be blessed
thou shalt yet be blessed and thou shalt bring forth other
and now
children to the joy and satisfaction of thy soul and to the rejoicing of
thy friends thou shalt be blessed with understanding and have power
to instruct thy sex teach thy family righteousness and thy little ones
the way of life and the holy angels shall watch over thee and thou shalt
be saved in the kingdom of god 39

the word ordination is seen from time to time in connection with

blessings given to women of the church emma was ordained by
the prophet to expound the scriptures and to exhort the church
later in nauvoo joseph spoke of the sisters being ordained to
40the
the other women in the relief society they
lead 40
preside over and lead40
were also ordained to heal the sick these ordinations when conferred
on women were apparently independent from the priesthood they
were what might be termed callings 41
emmas role as the prophets wife often took an interesting turn
newly converted sisters looked to her to set the standard they expected to find throughout the church vesta crawford an early
editor of the reliefsociety
relief society magazine in her unpublished manuscript
of emma smith told of one such encounter

an old lady drove up to the prophets house desiring to look at
gods mouthpiece before she had even washed the dust from her eyes
emma thought a cup of strong tea would revive her for she had traveled
far over rutty roads and to be sure she did smack her lips over the cup
but when she went about town she whispered that emma did not keep
the word of wisdom and if joseph couldnt control his own
household
she left the church and left it in company 42

others left the church too but for more serious reasons by
1837 apostasy was rampant eliza R snow reflected on conditions
during that time
for see ah see in yonder eastern land
in kirtland city a promiscuous band
where wheat and tares to such a height had grown

that saints

could scarce from hypocrites be known43
known43

joseph smith sr blessing given to emma smith emma smith papers archives of the reorganized
of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
church ofjesus
HC 4607
40hc
also
alsojournal
journalofdiscourses
Discourses 21367 68
journal
HC 4603 see aiso
ofdiscourses
of
4wc
42vesta
vesta crawford MS marriott library university of utah salt lake city p 53
ondl
adam ondi
ofadam
eliza R snow the gathering of the saints and the commencement of the city of
bilza
eilza
Tical andpolitical
historical
and political 2 vols liverpool rjames 1856 110
ahman poems religious Histo
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mary fieldings letters provide some excellent insights into the
schisma among the leaders of the church she told of attending
schisms
meetings in the temple where parley P pratt vie
d with sidney rigdon
vied
over josephs leadership while the prophet lay deathly ill caroline
crosby heard rumors that her neighbors were leaving the church

we had taken sweet

counsel together and walked to the house of god
1I met sister riggs and asked her if it was true that she
as friends
had apostatized she said she was dissatisfied with some things in the
church but that she still believed in the book of mormon and thought
she always should I1 felt very sorrowful and gloomy but never had the
first idea of leaving the church or forsaking the prophet 44

hepzibah richardss
richards
ss letters also serve to illuminate those last volatile
Richard
I care not how soon 1I am away
months that closed the kirtland era
from this place she writes 1 I have been wading in a sea of tribulation ever since 1I came here for the last three months we as a people
have been tempest tossed and at times the waves have well nigh over1

whelmed us

45

for lucy mack smith the nightmarish episodes of the new york
era repeated themselves her home searched her husband arrested
and her sons forced into hiding und
a unted
anted she prepared to leave
undaunted
for new portage where joseph sr was safe after his escape from

kirtland
seven years after her arrival emma smith left kirtland to join
her husband who awaited her sixty miles west in norton in outward
appearance she left as she had arrived expecting another child
traveling overland in the dead of winter to a new gathering place and
abandoning three more infant graves
but emma smith phoebe carter carolyn crosby sarah leavitt
mary fielding and the other women who joined them as the church
moved to missouri were changed by their experiences the sense of
community the strong bonds of shared testimonials the triumphs
over apostasy and the knowledge that they had almost made the first
experiment work buoyed them on these women moved from
kirtland with the firm conviction that sweet counsel could meet seas
of tribulation and their spiritual strength would triumph the tares
had been weeded from the wheat

crosby

memoirs

hepzibah richards to friends 23 march 1838 richards family correspondence church archives
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